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A hard consider the National Vaccine Injury Payment Program and the families desperately
trying to navigate their way through it.The Vaccine Court looks at the mysterious and often
unknown world of the National Vaccine Injury Settlement Program (NVICP), the only real
recourse for seeking compensation for people who have been injured by way of a
vaccine.Vaccine Court,” The NVICP, better referred to as the ” Through his thoughtful interviews
and fact-finding analysis, The Vaccine Court sheds light on what the NVICP has evolved into
something a lot more treacherous than what Congress envisioned with the National Childhood
Vaccine Damage Take action in 1986.their efforts to find attorneys willing to represent them, the
filing of their petitions, and the subsequent mountain of paperwork, medical records, and
various other documents that span years&#151; The truth, however, is that lots of cases take
many years or much longer to complete and require tremendous commitment from families
already pushed to the brink of personal bankruptcy caring for the vaccine-injured family
member, only to discover that the end result is definitely manipulated by the federal government
in defense of the US vaccine plan.Mr. Rohde looks into the inner workings of the US Federal
Claims Court and the NVICP.Mr. By highlighting the journeys of the families&#151;Established
simply by Congress as a direct result of the passage of the National Childhood Vaccine Injury
Work of 1986, the NVICP was likely to provide a no-fault option to the traditional injury promises
filed in condition or federal government courts and was to provide quick, efficient, and fair
compensation for those who have been wounded simply by vaccines. He interviews families
who have filed petitions and gained payment, families who have been denied settlement, and
families still looking forward to a decision. Rohde exposes the bitter truth behind the NVICP.
however, isn't without controversy.
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Shocking and Sad!.. Five Stars A must read. I learned startling facts. Highly recommend!. This
book thoroughly records the deception of the vaccine industry and exposes laws and
regulations that places income before people by detatching the duty for vaccine damage from
the vaccine makers and doctors. Beyond the only place you can go for any kind of help if your
son or daughter is damaged or killed by way of a vaccine it stands as a shameful damaged
promise to your children. Vaccine manufacturers and Doctors were given immunity from
prosecution for just about any vaccine related death/harm in 1986 (National Childhood Vaccine
Injury Action), in exchange the government create the only place families could go for support
and help if their children were damaged. "Cause, the Effect" is not proof that the vaccination
triggered the paralysis that is neglected by the medical community and triggered great
emotional distress, monetaray hardship, and long term disablement and lack of the child's
standard of living. I didn't even understand that there WAS a vaccine court . Based on the above
named legislation and the Supreme Court: 'Vaccines are unavoidably unsafe. Rohde's book
exposes a light on the reality of as well as the red-tape involved in a broken government system
which shields pharmaceutical companies from liability from their items (vaccines, which
according to the SCUS are "unavoidably unsafe... Too few Americans know that vaccine
manufacturers are protected for legal reasons from any liability - and they don't that taxpayers
purchase vaccine injuries.Parents carry out your own research - it really is all you to keep your
kids safe.. only for the drug companies and the doctors. Wayne Rohde provides a survivalist
guideline to understanding and navigating Vaccine Court. Great to learn and pass along to
doctors and legislators. As hard since it is to obtain help from the courtroom they have awarded
damages nearing 3 billion dollars since 1998. Even then, you must sign never to advertise to
anyone that vaccination triggered a life-altering trauma to your loved ones.. I didn't even know
that there is a vaccine courtroom,because our federal government is keeping that quite the trick,
along with just how many people have actually been injured by vaccines. Thank you, Wayne
Rohde, for allowing us know what's really going on. Purchase a copy to give to your doctors and
legislators! Before considering vaccinations for your kids, parents have to know a nongovernmental, kangaroo court of "deciders" determine when you can prove to them that your
son or daughter's paralysis immediately after vaccination was actually caused by the
vaccination. You still can't sue drug makers or doctors because of their faulty products and
conduct AND if you try to get help through the Vaccine Kangaroo Court they'll make your
existence a living hell and 4 out 5 are turned away to cope with the weighty burden of vaccine
induced trauma and the trouble and time it requires to manage what was once your beautiful
and healthy child. No, these vultures wish absolute test-tube evidence by the parents, before
financial assistance is given.. This is an essential book to all parents considering whether to
vaccinate their kids. You can find certainly better options. This is an extremely easy read if you
are thinking about learning more about . Vaccine Court - a location you never desire to go!. This
is a very easy read if you are thinking about learning more about filing a claim with the vaccine
court. The author explains in detail the steps you need to follow and provides many examples of
vaccine injured kids and how their statements were dealt with through the NVICP. Most of the
stories brought tears to my eyes as vaccine injuries are so unfair. Additionally it is heartbreaking
to learn that most statements are dismissed by the vaccine courtroom as there are so many
more vaccine accidental injuries today with the increase in the number of mandatory vaccines
than in the 1980's once the compensation plan was released, and our NVICP has failed to
provide payment to all those in need. I acquired this book 2 years back and devoured it .. Know
the facts. I acquired this book 24 months back and devoured it in a couple days. It's therefore

packed full of history, references and data that it is becoming among my staples on my desk for
research and reference in answering queries. It's a must examine and tops my list for
recomended reading for all classes I educate. Get this reserve and know the facts.' Your
physician says they are 'safe and effective'.") That is a must-read for any family suffering from
vaccine injury and the ones who want to realize why this technique is in serious want of reform.
Read this just before vaccinating any child. It's time to repeal the National Childhood Vaccine
Damage Take action and hold vaccine producers liable for serious vaccine accidents and
deaths. Profit before people An absolute must read for all Americans! Most parents have no idea
what the Vaccine 'Court' is.This book is filled with great information on the history of the vaccine
compensation program .! Having go through many books about the fraud and deceit of the CDC
and vaccines getting put into our bodies and also the children's bodies, this book only confirms
that the amount of fraud and deceit that human beings will go to in order to make the
ALMIGHTY dollar can be continues to be abhorrent. Why comes with an institution such as the
pharmaceutical company been allowed to possess immunity from lawsuits and just why aren't
people outraged? The reason why goes deep. Stick to the money. This book is filled with great
information on the history of the vaccine compensation program and how exactly it works.
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